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PANEL SAW
WITH INTEGRATED ROBOT
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AUTOMATION AND 
EFFICIENCY IN THE 
PRODUCTION PROCESS 

THE MARKET REQUESTS 
technology that allows manufacturing compa-
nies to evolve through a change that simplifies, 
monitors, and optimises phases of production. 
Taking a leading role in the Industry 4.0 revolu-
tion means knowing how to achieve maximum 
efficiency. 

BIESSE RESPONDS
with robotised solutions combining versatility, 
efficiency and high investment returns, desig-
ned for small/medium or large businesses.

Selco WN 6 ROS (Robotically Operated System),  
is a technological solution with integrated robot for 
handling panels. It allows the job to be carried out 
in predefined times and always with the same qua-
lity standard. A robotised solution that can increase 
efficiency and production continuity, facilitating the 
daily work. 
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SELCO WN 6 ROS

 TECHNOLOGY THAT’S EASY TO USE, WITHOUT THE OPERATOR’S INTERVENTION
 OPTIMISED WORKING CYCLE
 MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY
 MAXIMUM QUALITY WHEN MACHINING DELICATE MATERIALS

ROBOTICALLY OPERATED SYSTEM
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The working cycle is exe cuted in automatic mode until the entire machining batch is complete, even without an operator present. 
Idle times are drastically reduced, and the risk of damage to the material due to panel handling by the operator is practically null. 

TECHNOLOGY  
THAT’S EASY TO USE, 
WITHOUT THE OPERATOR’S 
INTERVENTION

ROS takes the place 
of the operator, 
handling the sectioned 
strips longitudinally, 
positioning them for 
cross sectioning, and 
sorting the finished 
pieces.
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SELCO     WN 6 ROS

Maximum productivity thanks to the possibility of machining several overlapping panels.

Reduced cycle times thanks to the automatic sys-
tem which enables longitudinal double-edged trims 
to be removed via a specially-designed hatch.

EFFICIENT PRODUCTION  
WITH NO LIMITS
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CUTTING  
QUALITY

Perfect stability, thanks to the solid steel 
structure of the base sustained by ro-
bust supports. The slide guides of the 
blade-holder carriage are located on the 
same beam to ensure they are straight 
and perfectly parallel.

Top product quality, thanks to the air cushioned working surface, 
which protects delicate materials. In addition, this characteristic 
ensures the surface next to the blade is kept constantly clean.

The excellent balancing of the tool-holder carriage (thanks to 
the shape of the base and the positioning of the guides and 
wheels) means there are no blade vibrations at all, and the 
carriage makes an extremely linear movement.

The protrusion of the main blade, and the opening of 
the presser, are automatically adjusted by the numer-
ical control on the basis of the thickness of the book 
to be cut, thereby obtaining the best cutting quality in 
all working conditions.
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SELCO     WN 6 ROS

Vertical movement of the main blade is 
managed and optimized via quick blade 
height adjustment.

The consistent, controlled pressure on 
the book of panels to be cut is guaran-
teed by the presser with its single-ele-
ment structure.

The anti-slide device controls the position and the number of rotations of the 
blade, intervening to adjust the advance speed. Maximum cutting quality, a longer 
blade lifespan, and reduced maintenance costs.

Cutting line closure system, to prevent 
the longitudinal trim cuts from falling 
into the machine and fouling the blade 
path.
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CUTTING  
ACCURACY

Powerful front aligners align the book of panels against the pushing device collets. Perfect panel alignment, reducing cycle 
times to a minimum thanks to the lat-
eral alignment stop integrated into the 
blade carriage.

Independent and self-levelling grippers, 
ensure the book is firmly secured. The 
design of the system completely ejects 
the cut panels making it easier for the 
operator to handle both the panels and 
waste.

Fast, accurate positioning of the panels 
for optimum cutting precision, thanks 
to the robust pusher carriage activated 
by a brushless motor. The slide surface 
below the pushing device is fitted with 
independent rollers to avoid making any 
marks on panels with a delicate surface.
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SELCO     WN 6 ROS

REDUCED  
TOOL CHANGEOVER TIME

Fast, accurate setting of the scoring and main blades, using Digiset system. The 
system also stores the information for each set of blades, ensuring repeatable and 
accurate alignment every time.

Automatic alignment. 
The patented system automatically aligns the scoring blade in seconds, which 
completely eliminates test cuts, reduces set-up time which increases efficiency 
and reduces production costs.

Quick Change system (patented) for 
the quick release of the blades without 
tools.
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REDUCED PANEL  
LOADING TIMES
On request special solutions are available  
for the movement of packs and to permit  
the loading and unloading of panels.

The lift table consists of a strong frame 
is equipped with a special structure to 
load the pack of panels directly by fork-
lift.

Infeed conveyors with free-running or 
powered rollers allow the loading and 
side or rear unloading of the panels.
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SELCO     WN 6 ROS

Continuous cycle machining with no interruptions, courtesy of the Win-
store automatic magazine, for optimised panel management.
A solution that guarantees increased productivity whilst reducing ma-
chining times and costs.

The X Feeder autoloader loads the panels to be cut into the machine in a 
fully au tomated manner, thanks to a suction arm system. 
A compact, ergonomic solution that can easily adapt to any manufactur-
ing con text, occupying a reduced footprint and optimising the produc-
tion flow.

The X Feeder L Loader supports au-
tomatic labelling of single or stacked 
panels before loading into the ma-
chine.
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PRODUCTIVITY INCREASE  
OF UP TO 40%

An auxiliary pushing device consisting of 
a collet with side positioning by means 
of the numerical control. An addition-
al stop allows independent cutting of 
strips of up to 650 mm wide.

Cross-cut of the last strip, with advanced 
loading and rotation of the next book of 
panels.

Two independent cutting stations 
on a single beamsaw.
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SELCO     WN 6 ROS

Front aligners to align the boards in the 
width directly on the turn station unit .

The rotating station (patented) rotates 
the book of panels, maintaining the align-
ment with the point of reference both be-
fore and after the rotation.

Panel clamping devices avoid the mis-
alignment of the stack during the rota-
tion phase.
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 PRO
 DUCT
 ION

COMPETITIVE CUSTOMISATION
Made-to-measure turnkey factories, plus the integration 
of Biesse Group solutions with complementary software 
and machinery, with over 1000 systems installed 
worldwide.

Biesse Systems is a team of highly trained engineers 
for large scale production processes. Biesse Systems 
offers integrated cells and systems that are capable of 
maximising customer competitiveness by combining 
mass production techniques with a high degree of 
customisation to meet customers’ exact requirements.
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B_OPTI IS THE SOFTWARE  
FOR OPTIMISING CUTTING PATTERNS, 
DEVELOPED ENTIRELY BY BIESSE. 
BASED ON THE LIST OF PIECES TO BE PRODUCED 
AND THE PANELS AVAILABLE, IT CAN CALCULATE 
THE BEST SOLUTION TO MINIMISE MATERIAL 
CONSUMPTION, SECTIONING TIMES AND 
PRODUCTION COSTS.

 Simple, user-friendly interface. 

 Excellent reliability of the calculation algorithms  
for production batches in small and large companies. 

 Automatic import of the cutting list generated by the 
software for the design of furniture items and/or ERP 
management systems.

SOFTWARE FOR THE SMART, 
ASSISTED MANAGEMENT  
OF CUTTING PATTERNS
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B OPTI
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 SERVICES          PROACTIVITY          ANALYSIS

The Biesse IoT platform which enables customers  
to access an extensive range of services to streamline 

and rationalise their work management processes.

in collaboration with

GREATER VALUE FROM MACHINES
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C

A

B

4500x6500 4500x7800
A mm/inch 8900/350 8900/350

B mm/inch 16100/6334 17400/685

C mm/inch 5200/205 5200/205

Maximum blade protrusion mm/inch 95/3,8

Main blade motor  kW 15

Engraver blade motor kW 2,2

Blade carriage transfer  brushless

Blade carriage speed m/min 1 - 160

Pushing device transfer brushless

Pushing device speed   m/min 90

SELCO WNT 610 ROS
4500x2200

A mm/inch 8900/350

B mm/inch 15050/592

C mm/inch 5200/205

4500x2200
A mm/inch 8900/350

B mm/inch 17500/689

C mm/inch 5200/205

SELCO WNTR 610 ROS

The technical specifications and drawings are non-binding. Some photos may show machines equipped with optional features. Biesse Spa reserves the right to carry out modifications 
without prior notice.

Equivalent sound pressure level in position in the work area during machining (LpA) dB(A) 82,76. Environmental correction factor (K) dB(A) 5,35. Sound power level during machining (LwA) 
dB(A) 106,14. Weighted peak instantaneous sound pressure in the work area during machining dB(C) < 130. Uncertainty of measurement K = 4 dB (A).

The measurement was carried out in compliance with UNI EN ISO 3746, UNI EN ISO 11202 and subsequent modifications. The noiselevels shown are emission levels and do not necessarily 
correspond to safe operation levels. Despite the fact that there is a relationship between emission and exposure levels, this may not be used in a reliable manner to establish whether further 
measures need to be taken. The factors determining the exposure level for the workforce include length of exposure, work environment characteristics, other sources of dust and noise, etc. 
i.e. the number of other adjoining machines and processes. At any rate, the above information will enable theoperator to better evaluate dangers and risks.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

SELCO WN 610 ROS
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CUSTOMER CARE  
IS WHO WE ARE

SERVICES is a new experience for our customers, to offer not 
just excellent technology but the added value of an increasingly 
direct connection with the company, the professionals who work 
there and the experience they embody.

ADVANCED DIAGNOSTICS
Digital channels for remote interaction online 24/7. 
Always ready to intervene on-site seven days a week.

A WORLDWIDE NETWORK
39 branch offices, over 300 certified agents, retailers in 
120 countries, and spare parts warehouses in America, 
Europe and the Far East.

SPARE PARTS AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY
Identification, shipping and delivery of spare parts for 
every need.

EVOLVED TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES
Lots of on-site, online and classroom training modules 
for personalised growth.

VALUABLE SERVICES
A wide range of services and software packages to help 
our customers achieve continuous improvements in 
performance.
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+100

+550

+50.000

80%

88%

90%

92%

+5.000

96%

EXPERTS IN DIRECT 
CONTACT THROUGH  
REMOTE CONNECTIONS  
AND TELESERVICE

HIGHLY SPECIALISED 
TECHNICIANS AROUND  
THE WORLD, READY TO HELP 
CUSTOMERS WITH EVERY 
NEED

ITEMS IN STOCK IN THE 
SPARE PARTS WAREHOUSES

OF SUPPORT REQUESTS 
SOLVED ONLINE

OF CASES SOLVED WITH  
THE FIRST ON-SITE VISIT

OF MACHINE DOWN CASES 
WITH RESPONSE TIME 
UNDER 1 HOUR

OF SPARE PARTS ORDERS 
FOR MACHINE DOWNTIME 
PROCESSED WITHIN 24 
HOURS

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE 
VISITS

OF SPARE PARTS ORDERS 
DELIVERED IN FULL ON TIME 

AN EXCELLENT LEVEL OF SERVICE

SERVICES



BOONE.BE

Le Boone International was founded in 1950 
by Jan Van Hecke, and has since become a 
worldwide point of reference in the furnishing 
sector.
Over the last thirty years, the company has 
specialised in the design and production of 
furniture items that optimise the space in the 
rooms where they’re used, from the home to 
the workplace. 
Despite its growth within the market, the 
company has maintained its production site 
in Poperinge, Belgium.
“Our market includes various target groups, 
from people looking for space to those who 
want to transform it and those who want to 
live one single area of the home in a mul-
ti-purpose way” explains Jan Van Hecke. Le 
Boone International was set up in a period 
when house prices were growing all the time: 
“with the rooms getting smaller, I glimpsed 
an opportunity. Thirty years ago, I started 

creating solutions for safeguarding space, 
fitting out small rooms with furniture items 
that had a dual function so the room could be 
a living room by day and a bedroom at night” 
says Van Hecke.
The market of Le Boone International devel-
oped enormously within a short space of 
time, and that’s why the company soon be-
gan to feel the need for machinery that would 
help speed up the production process so that 
the many market requests could be met. It 
decided straight away to invest, purchasing a 
whole Biesse line that now allows it to greatly 
reduce production and shipment times.
“After thoroughly analysing the market and 
evaluating the various solutions, we turned 
to Biesse. We received substantial technical 
support during the initial phase of choosing 
the product, discovering the multitude of 
possibilities in the huge Biesse range. Six 
months ago, we opted for a complete solu-

tion with a number of machines that work 
simultaneously in a line. “First of all”, con-
tinues Jan Van Hecke, “the Brema Eko 2.1, 
a vertical boring machine for real time panel 
machining, the Stream A lateral edgebanding 
machine, and the Selco WN6 - a panel saw 
that stands out from its competitors for its 
amazing flexibility. The extent of the range, 
the flexibility of the products and the inte-
gration of technologies are the factors that 
have confirmed the efficacy and validity of 
our choice. For us, this has meant notable 
time saving, to the extent that after just one 
month we went from 3-month delivery times 
to just one and a half weeks, or two at the 
most. And all this with a general increase 
in the quality level as well. As a result, we’ve 
purchased a total of three Biesse machines”, 
concludes Van Hecke.

LE BOONE INTERNATIONAL
TOP PRODUCTION WITH INTEGRATION  
AND AUTOMATION

MADE
 WITH
BIESSE



BIESSEGROUP.COM

Interconnected technologies and advanced 
services that maximise efficiency  
and productivity, generating new skills  
to serve better our customer.

LIVE THE BIESSE GROUP 
EXPERIENCE AT OUR CAMPUSES 
ACROSS THE WORLD
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